
3-4-5  
Physical Science 

Below are the standards and targets that will be taught/learned in this course. Together learner and 
teacher will engage in a variety of readings, discussions, writings and performances which will include 
making Engineering & Technology Connections to develop understandings and skills in each of the 
targets.  
 

Standard (IC 
Task) 

Physical Science 

 

PS1 - Matter and Its Interactions 

Learning Target  
5-PSI-1 

Develop a model to describe that matter is made of particles too small to be 
seen. (Create/model: matter is made of particles) 

Learning Target  
5-PS1-2 

Measure and graph quantities to provide evidence that regardless of the type of 
change that occurs when heating, cooling, or mixing substances, the total 
weight of matter is conserved.  (Measure/graph: matter conserved despite 
change) 

Learning Target  
5-PS1-3 

Make observations and measurements to identify materials based on their 
properties. (Observe/measure:identify materials by properties) 

Learning Target  
5-PS1-4 

Conduct an investigation to determine whether the mixing of two or more 
substances results in new substances. (Investigate: the mixing of 2 or more 
substances) 

 

PS2 - Motion and Stability: Forces and Motion 

Learning Target  
3-PS2-1 

Plan and conduct an investigation to provide evidence of the effects of 
balanced and unbalanced forces on the motion of an object.  (Plan/conduct: 
effects of forces on motion) 

Learning Target  
3-PS2-2 

Make observations and/or measurements of an object’s motion to provide 
evidence that a pattern can be used to predict future motion. 
(Observe/measure: patterns to predict future motion) 

Learning Target  
3-PS2-3 

Ask questions to determine cause and effect relationships of electrical or 
magnetic interactions between two objects not in contact with each other. 
(Question: electrical/magnetic interactions) 

Learning Target  
3-PS2-4 

Define a simple design problem that can be solved by applying scientific ideas 
about magnets. (Design problem/solutions: apply ideas re magnets) 

Learning Target  
5-PS2-1 

Support an argument that the gravitational force exerted by Earth on objects is 
directed down. (Justify: Earth’s gravitational force directs down) 
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PS3 - Energy 

Learning Target  
4-PS3-1 

Use evidence to construct an explanation relating the speed of an object to the 
energy of that object. (Explain: relate object speed and its energy) 

Learning Target  
4-PS3-2 

Make observations to provide evidence that energy can be transferred from 
place to place by sound, light, heat, and electrical currents. (Observe/prove: 
energy can be transferred) 

Learning Target  
4-PS3-3 

Ask questions and predict outcomes about the changes in energy that occur 
when objects collide. (Question/predict:energy changes as objects collide) 

Learning Target  
4-PS3-4 

Apply scientific ideas to design, test, and refine a device that converts energy 
from one form to another. (Design/test: a device that converts energy) 

Learning Target  
5-PS3-1 

Use models to describe that energy in animals’ food (used for body repair, 
growth, and motion and to maintain body warmth) was once energy from the 
sun. (Model: sun energy becomes food energy) 

 

PS4 - Waves and Their Applications in Technologies for Information Transfer 

Learning Target  
4-PS4-1 

Develop a model of waves to describe patterns in terms of amplitude and 
wavelength and that waves can cause objects to move. (Model: patterns of 
waves to move objects) 

Learning Target  
4-PS4-2 

Develop a model to describe that light reflecting from objects and entering the 
eyes allows objects to be seen. (Develop/model: how eyes see objects with 
light) 

Learning Target  
4-PS4-3 

Generate and compare multiple solutions that use patterns to transfer 
information.  (Generate/compare: patterns transfer information) 

 

3-5 ETS1 Engineering Design 

Learning Targets 
3-5 ETS1-1 

Define a simple design problem reflecting a need or a want that includes 
specified criteria for success and constraints on materials, time, or cost. 
(Define: a simple design problem) 

Learning Targets 
3-5 ETS1-2 

Generate and compare multiple possible solutions to a problem based on how 
well each is likely to meet the criteria and constraints of the problem. 
(Generate/compare: multiple possible solutions) 

Learning Targets 
3-5 ETS1-3 

Plan and carry out fair tests in which variables are controlled and failure points 
are considered to identify aspects of a model or prototype that can be 
improved. (Plan/carry out: fair tests) 
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